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1. INTRODUCTION

fetched from malicious websites in the three drive-by download steps, we represent the transition of fetched file types by
using Content-Type information as lightweight information.
The file type transition is converted into a feature vector
for a machine learning algorithm that eﬀortlessly creates a
classifier to distinguish between malicious and benign communications. In this paper, we propose a lightweight and
machine learning-based approach and evaluate its eﬀectiveness.

A web-based attack, drive-by download attack, has been
posing serious threats to Internet users. Drive-by download
attacks have many potential victims because they can target
all client browsers on the Internet [1].
Drive-by download attacks often have three malware infection steps [2]. First, when a victim visits a landing site into
which malicious code, such as JavaScript or IFRAME, has
already been injected by an attacker, and the code makes
the victim redirect to some malicious sites. Then, going
through some redirections, the victim is eventually led to an
attack site that exploits the victim’s browser vulnerabilities
and compromises the victim’s computer. Those vulnerabilities can be PDF, JAR, and Flash in typical cases. Finally,
the compromised computer sends requests to malware distribution sites to install malware, such as EXE files, onto
the victim’s computer.
To detect drive-by download attacks, numerous studies
have been published, and their methods have been categorized into two types. One is a code analysis based method.
Cova et al. [3] have proposed a method to detect and analyze malicious JavaScript codes by using anomaly detection
techniques and dynamic emulation. Another is a rule-based
method. Sakai and Sasaki [4] have proposed a rule-based
method to detect drive-by download attacks by using particular HTTP header information.
However, code analysis based methods require high analytical costs. Also, rule-based methods have diﬃculty in
forming comprehensive detection rules to keep up with changes
in the attack pattern. For network administrators to inspect
a huge amount of communication data, a detection method
must be developed that requires less costs to describe the
attack’s distinctive features and less eﬀort to form detection
rules.
Our goal is to develop a low-cost and eﬀortless detection
method. Focusing on the fact that diﬀerent specific files are

2.

PROPOSED DETECTION METHOD

In the three steps of drive-by download attacks, diﬀerent
specific types of files are fetched through time from malicious
websites to a victim. We take advantage of those file types
as a drive-by download attack’s feature because specific files
(such as Flash, PDF, and JAR) are often found in driveby download attacks. To represent the transition of the file
types, we use Content-Type information as lightweight information that can be found in the HTTP response header
and describes the payload category contained in the HTTP
body.
Figure 1 shows an example process of the proposed method.
When a client PC fetches multiple files from malicious websites through time, we consider the time-series order of fetched
files as a file type transition. A file type transition belongs to
a series of HTTP traﬃc, a session. A Session is all the HTTP
traﬃc when you access an URL. In Figure 1, the sequence
of nine file types from the leftmost .html to the rightmost
.css is the file type transition in the session. We extract
some features from the file type transition, but what kind
of features can we extract from it? We take out parts of file
type transition based on suspicious files, which are files often found in drive-by download attacks, such as JavaScript,
Flash, PDF, and JAR. Around a suspicious file, we choose
several n files to form a sample except for image files that
are less likely to contain malicious contents. For instance,
four samples have been extracted from the session in Figure 1. Also, we defined n as two in this case, so each sample
consists of five file types. Then, we convert each sample into
a feature vector to implement machine learning. A feature
vector is made up of each file type vector. Each file type vector is described as a dummy variable that has m dimension.
m is the number of drive-by download related files that we
define in advance.
Following the procedure described above, we collect labeled (‘malicious’ or ‘benign’) feature vectors from prerequired
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Table 2: Detection rate
JavaScript
Detection rate average [%]
81.8
Standard deviation
1.8

Malicious
web sites

.html .css .jpeg .js

.swf .jar

.exe .html .css

Flash
48.1
21.3

: HTTP

Drive-by
download
related m files :
.html, .css, .js,
.swf, .jar, .exe

-

n files

n files

Client PC

Sample 1 : .html .css .js - .swf .jar
Sample 2 : .css .js .swf
- .jar .exe

Table 3: Incorrectly classified samples

: Suspicious
file

Session ID

(2n + 1) × m
dimension

JavaScript

1

Flash

2
3
4

Feature vector 1 : 1 0 0 ... 0 1 0
Feature vector 2 : 0 1 0 ... 0 0 1

Sample 3 : .js

.swf .jar- .exe .html Feature vector 3 : 0 0 1 ... 0 0 0
Sample 4 : .swf .jar .exe
Feature vector 4 : 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
- .html .css

Malicious sample
.js .js .js .js .js
.js .js .js .pdf .js
.js .pdf .js .js .css
.html .html .swf .swf .swf
.swf .js .swf .html .swf
.html .pdf .swf .jar .jar

Figure 1: Example process of proposed method
can you tell if the session is malicious or benign? In this
experiment, we can tell a session is malicious if at least one
sample is classified as malicious.
The results are shown in Table 2. We achieved a decent
result, 81.8 %, in the case of JavaScript files. On the other
hand, the result with Flash files was 48.1 % at most.
Table 3 shows some misclassified malicious samples. They
are incorrectly labeled as ‘benign’, which means that those
malicious samples have something in common with benign
samples. There are thought to be two reasons for some of the
misclassified malicious samples. One is that there are samples that consist of some of the same file types (Sessions 1, 2,
3). For benign data, we used Alexa’s top sites, which include
a lot of popular commercial websites. Most of them include
a bunch of the same kind of files, so each benign session is
likely to include a lot of the same kind of files. Therefore, we
obtained those samples as benign samples, which led to this
type of malicious samples being misjudged. The other one is
that a small number of samples is ineﬀective to derive a decent classifier (Session 3). Even though the sample includes
PDF, Flash, and JAR file types that are characteristic of
malicious samples, a suﬃcient number of samples is needed
to derive a sophisticated classifier to correctly classify such
a distinctive sample.

Table 1: Number of sessions in used datasets.
Malicious Benign
Source
D3M
Alexa
All Sessions
200
9911
Sessions (JavaScript)
28
8767
Sessions (Flash)
15
3154

data from some sources and input those vectors into a machine learning algorithm to generate a classifier. Once a
classifier has been derived, we can input test data into it
and obtain the result showing if the test data is malicious
or benign.

3. EVALUATION
We have evaluated the eﬀectiveness of our approach in
two types of suspicious files: JavaScript and Flash. In this
chapter we explain how we have evaluated our method and
briefly discuss the result.
Table 1 shows the number of sessions in used datasets. For
malicious data, we used D3M dataset [5]. D3M dataset contains drive-by download attack communication data, which
has been collected by NTT Secure Platform Laboratories.
For benign data, we crawled Alexa’s top 10 thousands sites’
URLs. Each piece of data was broken into a session, and we
extracted samples from each session.
We defined 12 kinds of file as drive-by download related
files and chose two files around a suspicious file when extracting samples. Therefore, feature vectors are (2 × 2 +1) × 12 =
60 dimension. As a machine learning algorithm, we used a
Support Vector Machine, one of the most common and eﬃcient methods for binary classification, and performed leaveone-out cross validation.
In both JavaScript and Flash cases, the number of benign sessions and samples are much larger than that of malicious sessions and samples. Thus, we conducted a random
sampling of benign sessions and samples so as to have their
number be the same as the number of malicious sessions and
samples. We conducted this random sampling in 10 patterns
and the result was calculated as the average of 10 patterns.
As a result of binary classification, each sample is classified
as ‘malicious’ or ‘benign’. In some cases, multiple samples
come from a session, and some of the samples are classified
as malicious while the others are classified as benign. How

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a lightweight and machine learning-based
approach to distinguish between malicious and benign communications. Focusing on the fact that diﬀerent specific files
are fetched from malicious websites in drive-by download
steps, we represent the transition of fetched file types by using Content-Type information in a series of HTTP traﬃc.
We conducted experiments with JavaScript and Flash files
as suspicious files. Consequently, we achieved a decent result, 81.8 %, in the case of JavaScript files. On the other
hand, the result with Flash files was 48.1 % at most. Some
malicious samples were misclassified because they consist of
the same file types. Also, there were not enough malicious
samples to derive an eﬀective classifier.
Our future work is to look into the detailed reasons the
experiment resulted in the low score with Flash files. After
that, we will need to come up with some ways to improve the
detection rate. Also, we will need to conduct experiments
with the other drive-by download related files, such as PDF
and JAR.
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